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Inspired by Justin Baldoni’s acclaimed feature film “Five Feet Apart,” 
The Six Feet Apart Experiment is a groundbreaking experiential 
filmmaker competition aimed at finding and nurturing raw talent in the age 
of COVID-19. In the weeks since the pandemic halted everyday life across the 
United States, it has been art that has brought us together and fueled our healing. 
Baldoni’s Wayfarer Studios and Wayfarer Entertainment have come together to 
launch the Experiment as a means of empowering next generation filmmakers with 
the resources and mentorship to produce a film during the pandemic. 

The Genesis

The EXPERIMENT

The SUBMISSION

The GRAND PRIZES

The Experiment seeks submissions from filmmakers – as individuals or in 
teams - for scripted and experiential narrative films across 
all genres that truly capture the heart of Wayfarer with radically 
sincere content in celebration of the human spirit. 

Submission Period: 
May 13th until July 5th 

Announcement of Winners:
August 3rd

An Experiential 
Filmmaker Competition All entrants must submit:

1. EITHER: a) A properly formatted original feature length screenplay, 
     or b) A proof of creative concept treatment that includes supplemental 
     materials such as a presentation tape, storyboard, ripomatic, lookbook, or animation.

2. A log-line and synopsis of the project.

3. A description of the project’s main characters.

4. A production plan that demonstrates how the project can be produced safely 
     with social distancing and COVID-19 guidelines in mind.

5. A personal social impact statement detailing why this story should be told 
     in this current climate. 

The top five filmmakers, as determined by Wayfarer, will receive:
The mentorship of a seasoned filmmaker who will mentor the filmmakers 
throughout the project’s development, production and post production. 

The opportunity to receive $50,000 ($25,000 in production financing from 
Wayfarer Studios to complete their director's cut of the film and $25,000 in 
in-kind post production services to finish their film.)

five filmmakers, five films, 
five mentors, five $50,000 prizes.

*

*

*Up to five prizes will be awarded. The prizes include: acceptance 
   and participation in the Experiment, mentorship, project option fee, 
   and the opportunity to have Wayfarer Studios and Wayfarer 
   Entertainment greenlight your project into production.


